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History 1302: United States History from 1877 

Summer 2010, MW 5:30-9:30 PM, B247 

Brazosport College 

Professor Pegoda 

Our ignorance of history causes us to slander our own times. 

Nothing capable of being memorized is history. 

Professor: Andrew Joseph Pegoda, M.A., B.A. 

Office Hours: Monday/Wednesday 4:30-5:30 PM and by appointment Location: TBD 

Email: andrewpegoda@sbcglobal.net (preferred) or Andrew.Pegoda@brazosport.edu  

WELCOME: 

Welcome to history! I teach under the belief that college must be an intellectually challenging and stimulating 

experience. If you commit yourself to working hard, this will also be a tremendously rewarding experience: You 

will learn much more than history; you will learn skills that will help you in any course because everything begins 

with history.  

This is not a lecture-based course; rather, it is discussion-based. You will be responsible for coming to class 

prepared to discuss the reading assignments, to read and analyze primary sources, and to watch and discuss relevant 

films, for example. Students are strongly encouraged to visit with the professor during the course of the semester 

(and afterward).  

Are you ready to begin the adventure of studying and analyzing the past?! 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

United States History from 1877 is a survey course that explores the cultural, economic, political, and social 

development of the United States of America beginning with the Gilded Age and Progressive Era to the present day 

with a focus on imperialism and racism or discrimination. This is not only a survey of the past, but it is also a survey 

of the ways in which historians do history. Through a close examination of primary and secondary materials relating 

to social and political minorities, especially African-Americans, Native-Americans, immigrants, and women, the 

instructor and students will investigate the lives of both ordinary individuals and national leaders. We will focus on 

the paradoxes of the freedom and opportunity proclaimed to be for everyone. By understanding the past and ways to 

understand and study the past, students will gain a deeper appreciation for the United States’s ongoing 

accomplishments and struggles.  

There are no prerequisites for this course – except that students must have a skill code of 9 (or college-ready) in both 

reading and writing. 

OBJECTIONABLE MATERIAL WARNING/ACADEMIC FREEDOM: 

This is a college course and students should know that anything is fair game. The college classroom is a unique 

place in society where any ideas, opinions, and perspectives are welcomed and should be shared--respectfully. 

Additionally, college professors have the academic freedom to discuss anything they desire, within the bounds of 

common decency and good taste, as related to the study of History. 

Although frequently ignored or hidden, the history of the United States is a tragic story. A major theme of this 

course will be to discuss many of these events. The lectures, documents, quotations, images, songs, and videos 

presented in this course will show graphic scenes, will have strong language, and will frequently provoke VERY 

strong feelings, as they should. This is history, and in order to teach History accurately, this is necessary. Students 

should note that the instructor DOES NOT in any way indorse or support the cruelties that are essential to discuss or 

the violence, language, etc shown in films.  
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LEARNING ENVIRONMENT: 

A student’s enrollment in this class acknowledges he/she intends to learn course material. To that extent, certain 

behaviors that would impede this process will not be permitted. These include, but are not limited to, reading 

newspapers or books, text-messaging, surfing the web, answering cell phones, talking out of turn, etc. If a student is 

not sure what is appropriate, he/she should ask. Students are responsible for knowing and following common sense 

rules of behavior. The instructor is committed to creating and maintaining an open and productive intellectually 

engaging learning environment. Disruptive students will be instructed to leave the classroom – this is college, 

warnings will not be issued. 

 

IN-CLASS PARTICIPATION IS STRONGLY ENCOURAGED AND WILL BE REWARDED. 

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

By the end of this semester, successful students will be able to do the following: 

 

1) Examine social institutions and processes across a range of historical periods, social structures, and 

cultures. 

2) Analyze the effects of historical, social, political, economic, cultural, and global forces on the area under 

study. 

3) Comprehend the origins and evolution of U.S. political systems, with a focus on the growth of political 

institutions, the Constitution of the U.S., federalism, civil liberties, and civil and human rights. 

4) Identify and understand differences and commonalities within diverse cultures.  

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

By the end of this semester, through both primary and secondary reading assignments, class lectures, videos, 

discussions, hands-on activities, and writing assignments, students will increase both their written and oral 

communication abilities and, especially, critical thinking abilities through the study of United States history. Further, 

students will learn how to contextualize primary sources, including letters, court rulings, memoirs, pictures, 

paintings, films, and songs, to make their own conclusions about the past.  

 

More than anything else, students should learn the following life-long skills that will assist them in any course: 1) to 

support opinions and “facts” that are supported by experience and evidence, 2) to be more critically minded when 

they hear discussions of current and/or past issues because everything has a history, 3) to recognize and discuss 

multiple perspectives, meanings, or definitions on any given topic, event, or term, 4) to recognize and explain why a 

gap frequently exist between historical memory, perception, or popular beliefs and the historical reality as supported 

by evidence, and 5) to explain how that many things society take as a given (e.g., “race” or gender) are actually 

social and cultural constructs that change and vary according to time and place. 

 

REQUIRED READINGS: 

In addition to the books listed below, the instructor will distribute reading assignments for every class. Students are 

required to read all assigned material. The reading load is NOT designed to be heavy.  

 

As with any lecture or discussion material, any reading material is fair game for the exams, quizzes, or in-class 

discussions. Students should bring reading handouts and Eyewitness to America to each class. 

 

-David Colbert, Eyewitness to America: 500 Years of American History in the Words of Those Who Saw it Happen 

-Anne Moody, Coming of Age in Mississippi 

 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 

Students are required to participate in class discussions, and students are required to submit all written work. There 

will be NO exceptions to this rule. College instructors expect students to spend at least one-hundred hours outside of 

class reading, writing, and studying course material. Specifically, for every hour you are in class you need to study 

for two-to-three hours.  

 

**Please note that each class is about the equivalent to a week and a half in a regular semester. 
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IF A STUDENT FAILS TO SUBMIT THE MIDTERM EXAM, THE BOOK PROJECT, THE FINAL EXAM, OR 

THE SEMESTER PROJECT, HE/SHE WILL RECEIVE AN AUTOMATIC “F” FOR THE ENTIRE SEMESTER. 

ANY STUDENT WHO MISSES TWO OR MORE CLASS SESSIONS WILL RECEIVE AN AUTOMATIC “F” 

FOR THE ENTIRE SEMESTER. ADDITIONALLY, ANY CHEATING WILL RESULT IN AN “F” FOR THE 

ENTIRE SEMESTER.   

--THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THESE POLICIES!-- 

 

GRADING POLICY:

The breakdown of the requirements is as follows: 

25%-Quizzes 

15%-Midterm Exam 

15%-Book Project 

20%-Final Exam  

10%-Semester Project 

15%-Participation 

 

Semester grades will be assigned as follows: 

90.0% and above    = A   

80.0% - 89.9%   = B 

70.0% - 79.9%   = C   

60.0% - 69.9%   = D 

59.0% and below*  = F

 

*Students will also receive an “F” if they do not submit the required work, if they have poor attendance, or if they 

cheat. 

 

QUIZZES:  

During the first ten minutes of each class, students will be given a quiz. These quizzes may include identification 

items, short answer questions, essay, and/or objective questions. The instructor will drop ONE of these quiz grades. 

These questions are not designed to be difficult. Rather, they will greatly help the student in learning the material, 

placing that material in her/his long-term memory, and excelling on course exams.  

 

EXAMS: 

Students will complete two exams this semester – a midterm and a final exam. Both of these exams will be in the 

form of take-home essays. These exams will have short essays, long essays, and ID essays. Since history is the study 

of change over time, all essays (and lessons, for that matter) will be cumulative. Students will need to consider the 

historical significance, context, and background—dates are important. Exams must be completed independently – 

students may not discuss the exam with anyone else. Students may NOT use any sources other than those provided 

by the instructor or the course texts. More details will be provided in class. 

 

BOOK PROJECT: 

Students will write a brief paper over Coming of Age in Mississippi over a specific theme or question. Students will 

NOT write a summary of the book. Students may NOT use any sources other than those provided by the instructor 

or the course texts. More details will be provided in class.  

 

SEMESTER PROJECT: 

In consultation with the instructor, each student will complete a series of at least four mini-projects this semester 

using the guidelines on the sheet “Living History Journal.” Students may select any combination of topics that relate 

to anything since the Civil War. Students will give a presentation at the end of the semester. Submitted projects must 

include a typed or multimedia summary/reflection on the project with a bibliography, if applicable. 

 

PARTICIPATION: 

A student’s participation grade will be based on his/her informed contributions to classroom discussions and 

exercises. Students will participate in graded in-class activities all period, every period.  
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SPECIAL NOTICE ABOUT ATTENDANCE: 

Attendance is mandatory. Students are expected to attend every class, to arrive on time, and to remain the entire 

period. It is the student’s responsibility to find out what he/she missed in the case of an absence. In college there is 

no such thing as an “excused absence.”  

 

EXTRA CREDIT: 

Students may earn up to five extra credit points over the semester – these points will be applied to the final 

numerical average. So, if the student has an 86% and earns 4 points, he/she will receive a 90% or an “A”. Students 

may earn up to five points by doing a short paper (two pages) on film as history, on literature as history using 

Herland or Brave New World, or by visiting and critiquing a historical site or museum, or for any similar 

assignment, subject to approval. BEFORE doing any of these, students must speak with the instructor. Any projects 

are due the last day of regular class. 

 

GUIDELINES FOR WRITTEN WORK: 

In-class assignments and other written assignments must be completed in blue or black ink – any other work will not 

be graded. In-class work must also follow normal guidelines of Standard English – this includes complete sentences. 

Of course, students are not expected to create polished in-class work.   

 

Out-of-class assignments must be typed with Times New Roman size 12 as the font, with one-inch margins on all 

four sides, and double-spaced - spelling, grammar, and format count. Use professional/formal English (this means 

NOT using text-message language, contractions, clichés, or slang, for example).   

 

Any work emailed, must be saved as a .doc, .docx, or .rtf file – otherwise it will receive a zero. 

 

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING WORK: 

All out-of-class work is due at the beginning of class. In addition to a hard copy, students must submit an electronic 

copy to turnitin.com by the beginning of class. To enroll in the turnitin.com course, please follow the following 

steps: 

 

1) Go to www.turnitin.com 

2) Click “Create account” at the top 

3) Click on “NEW USERS” toward the bottom on the right 

4) Under “Create an account” click “student” 

5) By “class ID” put 3345306 

6) By “class enrollment password” put historyrocks 

7) Continue completing the requested information 

8) Hit “I agree” 

9) Click on “HIST1302, Summer 2010, Brazosport College” 

 

Once receiving graded work back, students should wait 24 hours before asking any questions about the grade. 

During this time, students should review the feedback and any relevant notes. Grades will only be changed if a 

mistake was made. Students should have clear and specific questions prepared if they are wondering why a certain 

grade was assigned to a paper.  

 

LATE WORK POLICY: 

THERE WILL BE NO LATE WORK! And there will not be any makeup exams, final essay exams, quizzes, or 

participation projects – no exceptions, no excuses. This is college - learn to meet deadlines. You are provided a list 

of major dates for a reason. OUT-OF-CLASS WORK IS DUE AT THE BEGINNING OF CLASS (5:40 PM, 

ACCORDING TO MY iPHONE, AT VERY LATEST) – NO EXCEPTIONS, NO EXCUSES. You should NOT 

procrastinate; you SHOULD START EARLY.  

 

VERY IMPORTANT TIPS FOR BEING SUCCESSFUL IN THIS CLASS: 

This is not designed to be a difficult course. Students who attend class, take notes, READ and study the required and 

recommended readings, and who study outside of class should have absolutely no problem making a decent grade in 
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this course. The instructor is available to students for any questions or concerns about the subject material. 

Improvement does count.  

 

When reading primary sources, students should focus on being able to: 1) describe two or three important points 

from the document, 2) indicate what the document means, 3) explain why the document is important (i.e., context 

and significance), 4) state a reaction to the document, 5) quote one sentence (or so) that is especially effective from 

the document, and 6) explain why the quoted sentence was selected.  

 

When reading secondary sources, students should focus on being able to: 1) discuss the thesis, 2) state the arguments 

and examples used, and 3) analyze the strengths, weaknesses, and provide an overall opinion of the source. 

 

When studying any historical concept, event, or person, students should focus on being able to discuss the who, 

what, where, and why-it-is-important of the term. Context, background, and significance are also important.  

 

The professor will be more than happy to review early assignments.  

 

ACADEMIC HONESTY: 

Brazosport College assumes that students eligible to perform on the college level are familiar with the ordinary rules 

governing proper conduct, including academic honesty. The principle of academic honesty is that all work presented 

by you is yours alone. Academic dishonesty including, but not limited to, cheating, plagiarism, and collusion shall 

be treated appropriately. Please refer to the BC Student Guide for more information. Turnitin.com and other 

technologies will be used, as necessary, to ensure academic honesty.  

 

STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE ALL WORK INDEPENDENTLY UNLESS OTHERWISE INSTRUCTED. 

PLAGIARISM, CHEATING, OR ANY RELATED OFFENSIVES WILL RESULT IN AN AUTOMATIC “F” 

FOR THE ENTIRE SEMESTER – NO EXCEPTIONS! 

 

WITHDRAWALS: 

If a student needs to drop the course for whatever reason, it is his/her responsibility. THE INSTRUCTOR WILL 

NOT DROP STUDENTS FOR ANY REASON. All students who remain in the course will receive a grade based on 

their performance. 

 

ACCOMMODATIONS: 

Brazosport College is committed to providing equal education opportunities to every student. BC offers services for 

individuals with special needs and capabilities including counseling, tutoring, equipment, and software. Please 

contact Phil Robertson, Special Populations Counselor, 979-230-3236 for further information. STUDENTS MUST 

NOTIFY THE INSTRUCTOR OF ANY ACCOMMODATIONS DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASS.  

 

DISCLAIMER: 

The course instructor reserves the right to make changes to any part of the course requirements, policies, deadlines, 

content, etc. Students are responsible for keeping track of any and all changes. The instructor assigns grades solely 

based on performance, not effort or anything else. There will not be any opportunities for extra credit beyond those 

stated in this syllabus, so please do not ask. If a student anticipates any difficulty meeting course requirements or 

deadlines, he/she should contact the instructor well in advance. If an emergency should happen, documentation is 

required, and the instructor will be more than happy to help the student complete the course successfully. 

 

COPYRIGHT PROTECTION: 

Copyright Andrew Joseph Pegoda, 2010 

 

All federal and state copyrights reserved for all original material presented in this course through any medium, 

including lecture or print. Unless otherwise noted, all course materials are the intellectual property of the instructor 

and are thus copyrighted. Individuals are prohibited from being paid for taking, selling, or otherwise transferring for 

value, personal class or other information notes made during this course to any entity without the express written 

permission of Andrew Joseph Pegoda. In addition to legal sanctions, students found in violation of these 

prohibitions may be subject to disciplinary action from the college administration.  
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TENTATIVE COURSE CALENDAR:  

 

7/19: History: An Introduction & African-Americans after the Civil War 

 

After going over the syllabus, we will discuss the various types and definitions of history, and we will 

discuss the social, political, and economic status of African-Americans after the Civil War until about 

1920. Students will read, view, and discuss various primary documents as a class, as well. 

 

7/21: 

 

Immigrants, Big Business, and Progressives  

Eyewitnesses 290-414  

 

In this lesson, we will discuss the rise of industrial America by studying the growing significance   of oil, 

steel, and railroads, for example. We will discuss the impact of “new immigrants” and view The 

Immigrant. Finally, we will discuss the various social responses or reform movements that resulted as a 

response to the social, economic, and technological changes from 1870 to 1900. Students will read, view, 

and discuss various primary documents as a class, as well. 

 

7/26: Imperialism through World War I  

Eyewitnesses 290-414 (continued) 

 

In this lesson, we will trace key events since the rise of the United States as a world power. We will briefly 

discuss the Mexican-American War and the importance of Manifest Destiny in United States history. We 

will then discuss the discrimination against Native-Americans in the West, the theft of Hawai’i and other 

islands in the Pacific Ocean, the Spanish-American War, and finally World War I. We will view Shoulder 

Arms and discuss what it tells us about the causes of war and the meaning of world war in a new era. 

Students will read, view, and discuss various primary documents as a class, as well. 

 

7/28: Roaring Twenties and Great Depression  

Eyewitnesses 414-457 

 

MIDTERM EXAM DUE 

 

In this lesson, we will discuss the consequences of World War I with a focus on the worldwide Great 

Depression and New Deal. Students will watch selections from Gold Diggers of 1933 to analyze the 

difference between Hollywood’s history and the historian’s history. We will also look at images and art 

from the era under study. Students will read, view, and discuss various primary documents as a class, as 

well. 

 

8/2: World War II  

Eyewitnesses 457-510 

 

In this lesson, we will discuss how the Great Depression was solved, and the role of the United States and 

other nations in the war. By viewing selections from Mildred Pierce, a film noir, and a social advice film, 

Who’s Boss, we will devote special attention to rise of women working outside of the home and the social 

and psychological consequences of World War II. Students will read, view, and discuss various primary 

documents as a class, as well. 

 

8/4:  Cold War  

Coming of Age in Mississippi  (progress) 

Eyewitnesses 510-539 

 

In this lesson, we will discuss the consequences of World War II by focusing on fears, such as 

communism, created by the Cold War. Students will analyze Invasion of the Body Snatchers for what it 

tells viewers about racism, communism, conformity, mass culture, and suburbia in the  1950s. Further, 

students will discuss the role of new atomic weapons by viewing clips from Atomic Café. Students will 
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read, view, and discuss various primary documents as a class, as well.   

 

8/9: Civil Rights Movement 

Coming of Age in Mississippi (be finished) 

Eyewitnesses 539-558 

 

In this lesson, we will discuss key events in the Modern Civil Right Movement of the 1940s through the 

1970s. Topics to be discussed include desegregation and bus boycotts. We will discuss the paradoxes of 

“race” by viewing Imitation of Life. In addition, we will watch clips from key moments in the struggle for 

Civil Rights. Students will read, view, and discuss various primary documents as a class, as well. 

 

8/11: Vietnam War 

Eyewitnesses 558-633 

 

BOOK PROJECT DUE  

 

In this lesson, we will discuss the Vietnam War and the related society and politics. We will discuss the 

ironies of the war by watching a clip from Apocalypse Now, and we will discuss the social and 

psychological consequences of the war by watching selections from Hearts and Minds and Coming Home. 

Students will read, view, and discuss various primary documents as a class, as well.  

 

8/16: Ketchup ☺ Day, Miscellaneous Topics, and Presentations  

Eyewitnesses 633-650 

 

SEMESTER PROJECT DUE 

 

In this class, students will present their projects to the class and, as time allows, we will discuss the 

growing significance of globalism, the computer revolution, and the new “Jim Crow.” Students will read, 

view, and discuss various primary documents as a class, as well.  

 

8/18: 

 

Conclusions  

 

FINAL EXAM DUE 

 

 

 

Reconcilitation is about being able to look the tragedy of American history in the eye. It’s about coming to terms 

with the violence and suffering, chaos and anger and fear in our heritage, and saing, ‘We accept this, and together 

we will transcend it.’ 

 



Living History Journal Project 

 

The Living History Journal is a semester-long project designed to give you a chance to have fun with history. You can 

explore a little of what life was like in the past, to connect with your own and your family’s past, or develop some other 

creative project. You will have the opportunity to share your experiences (as well as food, videos, music, photos, crafts, 

and other products of this activity) with your colleagues in class at the end of the semester. 

 

In order to complete the assignment, you must choose and complete FOUR activities from the list below and reflect on 

the experience. You may choose to create your journal on paper or electronically. In fact, a multimedia approach 

incorporating pictures, video, and audio is encouraged and will enhance both your enjoyment and your grade. You could 

post your blog on Facebook or on a blog, for example. You are also encouraged to do the activities with family members, 

friends, classmates, or loved ones but your journal must be composed of your own work. 

 

Please select and complete at least FOUR activities from this list. If you think of other activities that might fulfill the goals 

of this project, please discuss them with me so that I may add them to the list, if appropriate. 

 
1. Attend an historic re-enactment (as an observer). This can be during any time period or country.  

 
2. Participate in an historic re-enactment/make a skit or play.  

 

3. Attend a museum exhibition focused on an event, period, person, or group from United States History. If 

possible, interview a curator about the selection and display of the objects in the exhibit, how they handle the 

objects, what it takes to mount such an exhibit. Reflect on the objects used to tell the story. You will be amazed 

how many museums are in the area! 
 

4. Make something from the pre-industrial period using period materials and techniques. This can be an item 

such as an article of clothing, a toy, a tool, or a decorative object or it can be a food or beverage (or even a 

complete meal!) It can also include intangibles such as learning a dance or group of songs from the period and 

performing them for the class. If you choose #9 below you may write your diary and letters with a period pen or 

quill using one of the formal “hands” appropriate to the period and the written documents will count as this 
activity too. 

 

5. Trace your family’s genealogy back as many generations as possible. If this has already been done, interview 

the person who did the research about where they found information, where they met obstacles, and any 

interesting details they might have learned that do not show on the genealogy itself.  Add yourself, your siblings, 

spouse, and children if they aren’t shown. Augment the genealogy with photographs, stories, and other documents 

such as marriage licenses, birth certificates, or other official documents. 

 

6. Research and write your family’s story. Where did your family originally immigrate from and when? What 

events did they witness and did they leave any evidence (written, photographic, oral, or other) of what their lives 

and times were like?  What are your family’s “legends?” Is there supposedly someone famous in your family? 

Did someone in your family (or a family heirloom) have a special connection to an historic person or event? Is 

there supposed to be Native American (or royal) blood in your family?  

 

7. Try and verify (or debunk) a “legend.” (See above.) Do a History Detectives-type investigation of whether or 

not these family stories are true, possible, unlikely, or untrue. See 

http://www.pbs.org/opb/historydetectives/diy/index.html for a “How-To” guide based on the show. 

 

8. Examine the immigrant roots of your family. What brought your family to the United States? Were members 

of your family part of a mass immigration movement from another country? If so, what historical events in their 

country of origin caused this migration? (ie. Nazi Germany, economic recession, religious persecution, war?) 

What language was spoken in your family’s country of origin and how might that have affected their ability to 

live and succeed in the US? Do you speak that language? Is it important to you that your children know the 

language and your family’s roots? If so, how will you transmit this to your children? Are there any customs or 

traditions still practiced in your family that have their roots in your family’s original country of origin? 

 

http://www.pbs.org/opb/historydetectives/diy/index.html


9. Interview a friend, relative, or someone else with permission and compile an oral history of their life and 

times. Usually you will want to do this with someone significantly older than yourself (65-70 or older) but many 

relatively young people have had exceptional experiences—particularly if they served in the military, worked in 

fields such as Emergency, Fire, police, or Medical services, or if they immigrated from another country 

(particularly during a time of revolution, war, or economic hardship.) If you are unsure if the person you choose 

to interview is a good candidate for an oral history, feel free to ask me. 

 

10. Create a persona who might have lived in the time period being studied. Write a diary (minimum of 5 entries 

no less than 2 pages each. More is better!) or letters (minimum of 2 letters of 2 or more pages, each  unless your 

persona was illiterate. In that case, you will need 7 diary entries written as though the person was speaking them.)  

Be conscious of the language your persona would have used, appropriate proper names for the period, historic 

events they may have witnessed or heard about, and the ways in which their daily activities evoke the time in 

which they lived. 

 

11. Attend a meeting of a local historical society or historic preservation group. Observe the meeting and 

interview participants, if possible. What sort of things does an historical society do? What is important to them 

and why? Are the participants professional historians, museum personnel, or citizens with an interest in history. 

Do you think their issues and goals are important or not? Why do you think this? 

 

12. Camp primitively. No RV, MP3, or Coleman anything. For some of us, sleeping in a tent is as primitive enough 

and trying to get the thing to stay up is an adventure!  If you’re already a seasoned outdoor adventurer, leave your 

“comfort zone” and try roughing it more than usual. Build a fire, haul water, sleep in the open (or build a lean-to.) 

This is a great activity to drag family and significant others into. Be safe, but have fun. 

 

13. View and critique a history-related movie, television show, or TV series. It does not have to be a documentary 

and does not have to be “serious” history. (Monty Python and the Holy Grail, for instance, is surprisingly true to 

some things about the Medieval period.) See what you can spot that is anachronistic as well as what is correct. 

Does an historic event play a “starring” role in the story, or is the history just an excuse for fancy costumes? 

 

14. Visit an old cemetery. See what sort of information you can piece together from the headstones. Are there any 

famous people buried there? Were there a lot of deaths in a particular year? Were there a lot of children’s deaths 

during a particular year? (Do a little research to try and discover why that might be.) Are family members buried 

together? Is the cemetery connected with a particular group (religious denomination, etc?) Are there separate 

cemeteries for different races, religions, or even ethnic groups?  How do the headstones and memorials differ 

from those found in modern cemeteries? Do you find the memorial statues and mausoleums (if any) attractive, 

morbid, or something else? What condition are the stones and graves in? Who, if anyone, takes care of the 

cemetery? Who pays for the cemetery’s upkeep and maintenance?  

 

15. Visit a local, state, or national historic site. Why is this particular site considered to be historic? Is there an 

exhibit at the site or just a plaque? Analyze the exhibit—reflect upon what items were chosen to represent the 

historic event being shown and how they do (or do not) tell the story effectively. Are there any special laws or 

rules that must be observed at the site? If so, what is the purpose of these rules? (Safety? Preservation?)  

 

16. Analyze an object.  

 

17. Conserve an old or antique object or archive.  

 

18. Create an archive of contemporary documents, photographs, film, video and ephemera.  

 

19. Observe or participate in an archeological dig.  

 

20. Visit an archive.  

 

21. Write a short story set in the time period being studied. (Minimum 10 pages.) 

 



22. Ride a horse, rope a calf, build a fire, collect eggs, milk a cow (or goat or sheep), plant vegetables, grind 

wheat or meal.  

 

23. Make a website, write a song or make a painting, mosaic, etc that expresses and relates to historical themes.  

 

 

 

As with any assignment, evaluation, or activity I ask you to do for this class, take pride in your work. Please put forth the 
sort of effort that will result in something you would be proud and happy to share with your friends, family, and loved 

ones. This assignment is what you make of it. If you approach it with a sense of adventure and curiosity, you will be more 

likely to find it fun instead of work. Invite your friends and family members to do the activities with you, part of the goal of 
the assignment is to explore our personal histories, and you can build surprisingly fun family memories by watching your 

father try to milk a goat or learning to make tamales with your grandmother. Above all, have fun! History itself isn’t 

boring, we only let it get boring when we forget that it is really just the story of people living their lives. 

 



History 1302: United States History from 1877 

Summer 2010, MW 5:30-9:30 PM, B247 

Brazosport College 

Professor Pegoda 

 

Book Project – Due 8/11 by 5:40 PM 

15% of semester grade 

 

The purpose of this book project is to provide the student with an opportunity to demonstrate 

his/her ability to analyze important historical themes in Anne Moody’s Coming of Age in 

Mississippi (1968). 

 

Students will write EIGHT detailed paragraphs explicating EIGHT passages (found below) from 

Coming of Age. Each explication (or analysis) should: 

 

1) place the passage in the context of the work as a whole,  

2) analyze what significance the passage has to the work as a whole, and  

3) explain the student’s reaction to the passage.  

 

(In other words, for part one and two, each of the student’s paragraphs should explain what the 

selected passage means and why it is important.) 

 

When discussing the significance, students should be sure to discuss and explain key themes, 

such as 1) how these are and are not unique to Moody, 2) Moody’s relationship with whites, 

blacks, and how these relationship differ, and 3) how it relates to her “coming of age” in terms of 

understanding “race” and discrimination in the South during the 1940s, 50s, and 60s.  

 

Most paragraphs will likely be at least half of one page.   

 

As with other assignments, students must use his/her own words.  

 

Students may not discuss this project with anyone except Professor Pegoda.  

 

Any form of plagiarism or cheating will result in an automatic “F” for the entire semester. Do not 

use any sources except the book and/or course handouts.  

 

Use Standard English and standard formats, as outlined in the syllabus.  

 

No late work – no exceptions, no excuses.  

 

Don’t forget to submit online AND to bring a hard copy to class.  

 

Start early – I am happy to look one “draft” or “work in progress” per student.  



 

Quotations from Coming of Age. 

1. The saleslady acted as if she was mad and so did Mama. So I took the bed with little 

brown posts. Then Mama picked out a green three-piece sofa set for the living room. 

Mama asked for an icebox and they didn’t have one. I was glad because then I hoped she 

would buy one of these nice big refrigerators like the Johnsons and the Claibornes had. 

But she didn’t. She gave the lady a down payment on the furniture and we left. On the 

way home she kept telling me that I shouldn’t want everything white folks had. She said 

that Miss Ola’s bed cost more money than our house had cost. “Miss Claiborne and Miss 

Ola done ruined you,” she said. I often got the felling that Mama didn’t like Mrs 

Claiborne acting like I was her daughter. The way she said they had “ruined me” I knew 

for a fact that she didn’t like them treating me like their equal. I remember once I had told 

her that I ate at the same table with the Claibornes and she asked me, “What they say to 

you when y’all be eatin?” SO I told her “We just eat and talk!” “Eat and talk!” she said. 

“What you gotta talk about with them white folks?” (48) 

 

2. I was fifteen years old when I began to hate people. I hated the white men who murdered 

Emmett Till and I hated all the other whites who were responsible for the countless 

murders Mrs. Rice had told me about and those I vaguely remembered from childhood. 

But I also hated Negroes. I hated them for not standing up and doing something about the 

murders. In fact, I think I had a stronger resentment toward Negroes for letting whites kill 

them than toward the whites. Anyway, it was at this stage in my life that I began to look 

upon Negro men as cowards. I could not respect them for smiling in a white man’s face, 

addressing him as Mr. So-and-So, saying yessuh and nosssuh when after they were home 

behind closed doors that same white man was a son of a bitch, a bastard, or any other 

name more suitable than mister. (136) 

 

3. The dining room in Mrs. Burke’s house had come to mean many things to me. It 

symbolized hatred, love, and fear in many variations. The hatred, love, and fear in many 

variations. The hatred and the love caused me much anxiety and fear. But courage was 

growing in me too. Little by little it was getting harder and harder for me not to speak 

out. Then one Wednesday night it happened. (163).  

 

4. I could barely wait until September, when I was to enroll in Tougallo College as a junior. 

Meanwhile, I tried to find out as much as I could about the school. A girlfriend of mine at 

Natchex, after learning of my scholarship, told me that Tougaloo was not for people my 

color. When I asked her what she meant, she merely said, “Baby, you’re too black. You 

gotta be high yellow with a richass daddy.” (261) 

 

5. After the sit-in, all I could think of was how sick Mississippi whites were. They believed 

so much in the segregated Southern way of life, they would kill to preserve it. I sat there 

in the NAACP office and thought of how many times they had killed when this way of 

life was threatened. I knew that the killing had just begun. “Many more will die before it 

is over with,” I thought. Before the sit-in, I had always hated the whites in Mississippi. 

Now I knew it was impossible for me to hate sickness. The whites had a disease, an 

incurable disease in its final stage. (292) 



 

6. By the time we got to Lincoln Memorial, there were already thousands of people there. I 

sat on the grass and listened to the speakers, to discover we had “dreamers” instead of 

leaders leading us. Just about every one of them stood up there dreaming. Martin Luther 

King went on and on talking about his dream. I sat there thinking that in Canton we never 

had time to sleep, much less dream. (337) 

 

7. I got tired of everyone staring at me so I decided to leave the party.…I was almost 

blinded by tears running down my cheeks. I couldn’t understand why I seemed so strange 

to everyone. At the party I felt like I had committed a crime and everyone was punishing 

me by not talking to me. All of a sudden, I found myself wishing I was in Canton again 

working in the Movement with people who understood me. Here among my own people, 

I seemed crazy because I was grieved over problems they didn’t even think about. (388) 

 

8. I didn’t answer him. I knew I didn’t have to. He looked as if he knew exactly what I was 

thinking. “I wonder. I wonder.” We shall overcome, We shall overcome / We shall 

overcome some day. I wonder. I really WONDER. (424) 

 



Anne Moody, Coming of Age in Mississippi 
1. What were Anne Moody's most important early childhood experiences? What was her family life like, and what were her family 

responsibilities? What sort of hardships did she have to endure? What tensions existed in the family? What was life like as a 

sharecropper?  

 

2. Describe Anne's (Essie Mae's) early contacts with whites. How did she learn that African Americans and whites were different? 

How did she explain those differences? 

 

3. What difficulties or obstacles did Anne's family face in trying to make a living and improve their daily lives? What seemed to stop 

them being successful? How did poverty affect their lives? How did whites in rural Mississippi exercise power over Blacks?  

 

4. Outline the relationships between Anne Moody and the first whites she worked for? What sort of work did she do? Describe Anne's 

relationships with Linda Jean and with Mrs. Burke. Why did Mrs. Burke want Anne to work for her? What was her relationship like 

with Mrs. Burke and how and why did this deteriorate over time? What does this indicate to you? 

 

5. Who was Emmett Till, and why was he murdered? What was Anne's reaction to his death? 

 

6. Why did Anne become critical of Blacks about the time she reached the age of fifteen? Did Anne act differently toward whites than 

did most Blacks in rural Mississippi? What problems did this create in her family? 

 

7. Anne Moody’s relationship with her mother changed over time. What were the causes of this  

change and what specific events caused problems? 

 

8. In the book, Anne Moody spends some time in the cities of Baton Rouge and New Orleans. How did these places affect her? Were 

African Americans treated differently in those places? What differences did she experience in African American life? 

 

9. Why was Samuel O'Quinn murdered, and what effect did his death have on Anne? 

 

10. What kind of high school student was Anne Moody? What motivated her to succeed? Why did she begin to play basketball? What 

problems did she endure as she grew older? How did she cope with these issues? 

 

11. Why did Anne Moody want to go to college? What happened to her at Natchez? Why did she decide to transfer? 

 

12. What fears did Anne Moody have about going to Tougaloo College? What friends did she make there and what experiences did 

she have that helped her growth? 

 

13. How did Anne get involved in the activities of the Tougaloo branch of the NAACP? How did her activities with the NAACP affect 

her? Did they provide fulfillment, frustration, a sense of accomplishment? 

 

14. Describe Anne's work with the SNCC voter registration project, Why was it so hard for her and her co-workers to achieve their 

goals? Why were many Blacks reluctant to register? What dangers did she face while carrying on this work? 

 

15. Describe Anne's participation in the sit-ins in Woolworth 's. How was this planed and what happened? How did she reach the 

conclusion that Mississippi whites were sick? 

 

16. What were Anne's reactions to: a) Medgar Evers' death and b) Martin Luther King's "I Have a Dream" Speech? 

 

17. Why was organizing in Canton so much more difficult than in Jackson? What specific problems did she endure? What was she so 

exhausted? 

 

18. Why was Anne doubtful at the end of the book about whether it would be possible to overcome racial prejudice and 

discrimination? 

 

19. This book is an autobiography of Anne Moody coming of age racially. How and what did she learn about the social significance of 

race? What personal characteristics were the most responsible for the way she responded? Why did she respond differently from those 

around her (her peers, her mother and other adults)? Compare her experiences with your own of coming to terms with the significance 

of race in your lives and in United States society. How have we learned what race means in our society? 

 

20. The book’s material ends in the mid-1960s, and it was originally published in 1968. How might the period during which Moody 

wrote and published her memoir have influenced how she told her story? 
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Professor Pegoda 

 

Midterm Exam– Due 7/28 

 

 

In an organized, thoughtful, balanced, and typed essay of at least four full pages, please discuss 

the degree to which the United States was an imperialist and a discriminatory nation from the 

end of Reconstruction to the end of World War I. Where there any reform efforts? What else 

happened during this era?  

 

Only use course materials when writing your essays.  

 

You must reference at least three primary documents from Eyewitness or other primary source 

documents distributed in class.  

 

You must put information in your own words.  

 

When discussing key terms your essay should include the same information as you would 

include on an ID but in a longer, narrative form. For example, your essay should include dates, 

why things are important, etc. Remember to address who, what, when, where, how, and why. 

 

You MAY NOT discuss this exam with anyone. 

 

Remember to use Times New Roman, size 12, double spaced, and with one inch margins on all 

sides. Use Standard English.  

 

Don’t forget to submit online AND to bring a hard copy to class.  

 

No late work – no exceptions, no excuses.  

 

Start early – I am happy to look at “drafts” or “works in progress.”  
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History 1302: United States History from 1877 
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Brazosport College 

Professor Pegoda 

 

Final Exam– Due 8/18 

 

I. Identification Essays (12 terms, 5 points each, 60 points):  

 

Pick 12 of the following terms with which to write an identification essay. An identification essay should 1) 

identify the item as precisely as possible, 2) describe the important background circumstances, 3) describe the 

context, and 4) explain in some detail the significance of what it represents in the history of the United States. 

Thus, who/what, when, where, and why it is important.  

 

Example: Mississippi Plan – Scholars use the term “Mississippi Plan” to collectively refer to all of the efforts 

used to try and keep African-Americans (and sometimes immigrants and poor whites) from voting. Efforts to 

keep African-Americans from voting include the poll tax, grandfather clause, and literacy test. The literacy test, 

for example, was discriminatory – whites were asked their name or the alphabet, while others were asked a 

complex legal question about the Constitution. These plans began surfacing in the late 1800s, especially after 

the 1896 Plessy decision. Racists white southerners sought plans like this because they wanted African-

Americans to remain less than full citizens and to keep conditions closer to what they were during enslavement. 

African-Americans at this time also faced increasing segregation, lynchings, and other unfair treatments. 

Constitutional amendments were ignored outright or through loopholes. At this time, the nation was exercising 

its imperialism and was developing more advanced technologies. The Modern Civil Rights Movement of the 

1940s-60s began overturning many of these unfair practices.  

 
Ellis Island 

Jane Addams 

imperialism 

Taylorism  

Gold Diggers of 1933 

Bonus Army 

film noir 

Who’s Boss/Mildred Pierce  

McCarthyism 

Imitation of Life 

Montgomery Bus Boycott 

Walter Petteway 

My Lai Massacre 

History/history 

 

II. Primary Source Essays (3 essays, 10 points each, 30 points): 

 

Read the 3 primary sources found on the next several pages and write an analysis. Each analysis should: 1) 

describe three or four points from the document, 2) state what the documents mean, 3) explain the importance, 

4) state a reaction, 5) quote a section that is especially effective, and 6) explain why the quoted selections were 

the most effective.  

 

III: Think-It-Through Essay (1 essay, 10 points): 

 

We have been studying United States history since Reconstruction. What have you learned? What does film tell 

us about society and history? Why is it important for everyone to study History? Any other thoughts? 

 

Policies:  

• As with other assignments, students must use his/her own words.  

• Students may not discuss this project with anyone except Professor Pegoda.  

• Any form of plagiarism or cheating will result in an automatic “F” for the entire semester.  

• Do not use any sources except the book and/or course handouts.  

• Use Standard English and standard formats, as outlined in the syllabus.  

• No late work – no exceptions, no excuses. - Don’t forget to submit online  
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• Start early – I am happy to look one “draft” or “work in progress” per student.  
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Source 1: Helen Keller, “Strike Against War” on January 5, 1916 

 

 

To begin with, I have a word to say to my good friends, the editors, and others who are moved to pity me. Some 

people are grieved because they imagine I am in the hands of unscrupulous persons who lead me astray and 

persuade me to espouse unpoplular causes and make me the mouthpiece of their propaganda. Now, let it be 

understood once and for all that I do not want their pity; I would not change places withone of them. I know 

what I am talking about. My sources of information are as good and reliable as anybody else's. I have papers 

and magazines from England, France, Germany and Austria that I can read myself. Not all the editors I have 

met can do that. Quite a number of them have to take their French and German second hand. No, I will not 

disparage the editors. They are an overworked, misunderstood class. Let them remember, though, that if I 

cannot see the fire at the end of their cigarettes, neither can they thread a needle in the dark. All I ask, 

gentlemen, is a fair field and no favor. I have entered the fight against preparedness and against the economic 

system under which we live. It is to be a fight to the finish, and I ask no quarter. 

 

The future of the world rests in the hands of America. The future of America rests on the backs of 80,000,000 

working men and women and their children. We are facing a grave crisis in our national life. The few who 

profit from the labor of the masses want to organize the workers into an army which will protect the interests of 

the capitalists. You are urged to add to the heavy burdens you already bear the burden of a larger army and 

many additional warships. It is in your power to refuse to carry the artillery and the dread-noughts and to shake 

off some of the burdens, too, such as limousines, steam yachts and country estates. You do not neet to make a 

great noise about it. With the silence and dignity of creators you can end wars and the system of selfishness and 

exploitation that causes wars. All you need to do to bring about this stupendous revolution is to straighten up 

and fold your arms. 

 

We are not preparing to defend our country. Even if we were as helpless as Congressman Gardner says we are, 

we have no enemies foolhardy enough to attempt to invade the United States. The talk about attack from 

Germany and Japan is absurd. Germany has its hands full and will be busy with its own affairs for some 

generations after the European war is over. 

 

With full control of the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea, the allies failed to land enough men to defeat 

the Turks at Gallipoli; and then they failed again to land an army at Salonica in time to check the Bulgarian 

invasion of Serbia. The conquest of America by water is a nightmare confined exclusively to ignorant persons 

and members of the Navy League. 

 

Yet, everywhere, we hear fear advanced as argument for armament. It reminds me of a fable I read. A certain 

man found a horseshoe. His neighbor began to weep and wail because, as he justly pointed out, the man who 

found the horseshoe might someday find a horse. Having found the shoe, he might shoe him. The neighbor's 

child might some day go so near the horse's hells as to be kicked, and die. Undoubtedly the two families would 

quarrel and fight, and several valuable lives would be lost through the finding of the horseshoe. You know the 

last war we had we quite accidentally picked up some islands in the Pacific Ocean which may some day be the 

cause of a quarrel between ourselves and Japan. I'd rather drop those islands right now and foret about them 

than go to war to keep them. Wouldn't you? 

 

Congress is not preparing to defend the people of the United States. It is planning to protect the capital of 

American speculators and investors in Mexico, South America, China, and teh Philippine Islands. Incidentally 

this preparation will benefit the manufacturers of munitions and war machines. 

 

Until recently there were uses in the United States for the money taken from the workers. But American labor is 

exploited almost to the limit now, and our national resources have all been appropriated. Still the profits keep 

piling up new capital. Our flourishing industry in implements of murder is filling the vaults of New York's 
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banks with gold. And a dollar that is not being used to make a slave of some human being is not fulfilling its 

purpose in the capitalistic scheme. That dollar must be invested in South America, Mexico, China, or the 

Philippines. 

 

It was no accident that the Navy League came into prominence at the same time that the National City Bank of 

New York established a branch in Buenos Aires. It is not a mere coincidence that six business associates of J.P. 

Morgan are officials of defense leagues. And chance did not dictate that Mayor Mitchel chould appoint to his 

Committee of Safety a thousand men that represent a fifth of the wealth of the United States. These men want 

their foreign investments protected. 

 

Every modern war has had its root in exploitation. The Civil War was fought to decide whether to slaveholders 

of the South or the capitalists of the North should exploit the West. The Spanish-American War decided that the 

United States should exploit Cuba and the Philippines. The South African War decided that the British should 

exploit the diamond mines. The Russo-Japanese War decided that Japan should exploit Korea. The present war 

is to decide who shall exploit the Balkans, Turkey, Persia, Egypt, India, China, Africa. And we are whetting our 

sword to scare the victors into sharing the spoils with us. Now, the workers are not interested in the spoils; they 

will not get any of them anyway. 

 

The preparedness propagandists have still another object, and a very important one. They want to give the 

people something to think about besides their won unhappy condition. They know the cost of living is high, 

wages are low, employment is uncertain and will be much more so when the European call for munitions stops. 

No matter how hard and incessantly the people work, they often cannot afford the comforts of life; many cannot 

obtain the necessities. 

 

Every few days we are given a new war scare to lend realism to their propaganda. They have had us on the 

verge of war over the Lusitania, the Gulflight, the Ancona, and now they want the workingmen to become 

excited over the sinking of the Persia. The workingman has no interest in any of these ships. The Germans 

might sink every vessel on the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea, and kill Americans with every one--

the American workingman would still have no reason to go to war. 

 

All the machinery of the system has been set in motion. Above the complaint and din of the protest from the 

workers is heard the voice of authority. 

 

"Friends," it says, "fellow workmen, patriots; your country is in danger! There are foes on all sides of us. There 

is nothing between us and our enemies except the Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean. Look at what has 

happened to Belgium. Consider the fate of Serbia. Will you murmur about low wages when your country, your 

very liberties, are in jeopardy? What are the miseries you endure compared to the humiliation of having a 

victorious German army sail up the East River? Quit your whining, get busy and prepare to defend your 

firesides and your flag. Get an army, get a navy; be ready to meet the invaders like the loyal-hearted freemen 

you are." 

 

Will the workers walk into this trap? Will they be fooled again? I am afraid so. The people have always been 

amenable to oratory of this sort. The workers know they have no enemies except their masters. They know that 

their citizenship papers are no warrant for the safety of themselves or their wives and children. They know that 

honest sweat, persistent toil and years of struggle bring them nothing worth holding on to, worth fighting for. 

Yet, deep down in their foolish hearts they believe they have a country. Oh blind vanity of slaves! 

 

The clever ones, up in the high places know how childish and silly the workers are. They know that if the 

government dresses them up in khaki and gives them a rifle and starts them off with a brass band and waving 

banners, they will go forth to fight valiantly for their own enemies. They are taught that brave men die for their 

country's honor. What a price to pay for an abstraction--the lives of millions of young men; other millions 
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crippled and blinded for life; existence made hideous for still more millions of human being; the achievement 

and inheritance of generations swept away in a moment--and nobody better off for all the misery! This terrible 

sacrifice would be comprehensible if the thing you die for and call country fed, clothed, housed and warmed 

you, educated and cherished your children. I thinkthe workers are the most unselfish of the children of men; 

they toil and live and die for other people's country, other people's sentiments, other people's liberties and other 

people's happiness! The workers have no liberties of their own; they are not free when they are compelled to 

work twelve or ten or eight hours a day. they are not free when they are ill paid for their exhausting toil. They 

are not free when their children must labor in mines, mills and factories or starve, and when their women may 

be driven by poverty to lives of shame. They are not free when they are clubbed and imprisoned because they 

go on strike for a raise of wages and for the elemental justice that is their right as human beings. 

 

We are not free unless the men who frame and execute the laws represent the interests of the lives of the people 

and no other interest. The ballot does not make a free man out of a wage slave. there has never existed a truly 

free and democratic nation in the world. From time immemorial men have followed with blind loyalty the 

strong men who had the power of money and of armies. Even while battlefields were piled high with their own 

dead they have tilled the lands of the rulers and have been robbed of the fruits of their labor. They have built 

palaces and pyramids, temples and cathedrals that held no real shrine of liberty. 

 

As civilization has grown more complex the workers have become more and more enslaved, until today they are 

little more than parts of the machines they operate. Daily they face the dangers of railroad, bridge, skyscraper, 

frieght train, stokehold, stockyard, lumber raft and min. Panting and training at the docks, on the railroads and 

underground and on the seas, they move the traffic and pass from land to land the precious commodities that 

make it possible for us to live. And what is their reward? A scanty wage, often poverty, rents, taxes, tributes and 

war indemnities. 

 

The kind of preparedness the workers want is reorganization and reconstruction of their whole life, such as has 

never been attempted by statesmen or governments. The Germans found out years ago that they could not raise 

good soldiers in the slums so they abolished the slums. They saw to it that all the people had at least a few of 

the essentials of civilization--decent lodging, clean streets, wholesome if scanty food, proper medical care and 

proper safeguards for the workers in their ocupations. That is only a small part of what should be done, but what 

wonders that one step toward the right sort of preparedness has wrought for Germany! For eighteen months it 

has kept itself free from invasion while carrying on an extended war of conquest, and its armies are still 

pressing on with unabated vigor. It is your business to force these reforms on the Administration. Let there be 

no more talk about what a government can or cannot do. All these theings have been done by all the belligerent 

nations in the hurly-burly of war. Every fundamental industry has been managed better by the governments than 

by private corporations. 

 

It is your duty to insist upon still more radical measure. It is your business to see that no child is employed in an 

industrial establishment or mine or store, and that no worker in needlessly exposed to accident or disease. It is 

your business to make them give you clean cities, free from smoke, dirt and congestion. It is your business to 

make them pay you a living wage. It is your business to see that this kind of preparedness is carried into every 

department on the nation, until everyone has a chance to be well born, well nourished, rightly educated, 

intelligent and serviceable to the country at all times. 

 

Strike against all ordinances and laws and institutions that continue the slaughter of peace and the butcheries of 

war. Srike against war, for without you no battles can be fought. Strike against manufacturing scrapnel and gas 

bombs and all other tools of murder. Strike against preparedness that means death and misery to millions of 

human being. Be not dumb, obedient slaves in an army of destruction. Be heroes in an army of construction.  
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Source 2: Original Text of John Lewis’ Speech to Be Delivered at the Lincoln Memorial at the March on 

Washington, August 1963 

 

We march today for jobs and freedom, but we have nothing to be proud of. For hundreds and thousands of our 

brothers are not here. They have no money for their transportation, for they are receiving starvation wages…or 

no wages, at all. 

 

In good conscience, we cannot support the administration’s civil rights bill, for it is too little, and too late. 

There’s not one thing in the bill that will protect our people from police brutality. 

 

This bill will not protect young children and old women from police dogs and fire hoses, [for] engaging in 

peaceful demonstrations… 

 

The voting section of this bill will not help thousands of black citizens who want to vote. It will not help the 

citizens of Mississippi, of Alabama, and Georgia, who are qualified to vote, but lack a 6th Grade education. 

"One man, one vote,’ is the African cry. It is ours, too. (It must be ours.) 

 

We are now involved in…revolution. This nation is still a place of cheap political leaders who build their 

careers on immoral compromise and ally themselves with open forms of political, economic and social 

exploitation. What political leader here can stand up and say, "My party is the party of principles"? The party of 

Kennedy is also the party of Eastland. The party of Javits is also the party of Goldwater. Where is our party? 

 

In some parts of the South we work in the fields form sun-up to sun-down for $12 a week. In Albany, Georgia, 

nine of our leaders have been indicted not by Dixiecrats but by the Federal Government for peaceful protest. 

But what did the Federal Government do when Albany’s Deputy Sheriff beat Attorney C. B. King and left him 

half dead? What did the Federal Government do when local police officials kicked and assaulted the pregnant 

wife of Slater King, and she lost her baby? 

 

It seems to me that the Albany indictment is part of a conspiracy on the part of the Federal Government and 

local politicians in the interest of expediency. 

 

I want to know, which side is the Federal Government on? 

 

The revolution is at hand, and we must free ourselves of the chains of political and economic slavery. The non-

violent revolution is saying, "We will not wait for the courts to act, for we have been waiting for hundreds of 

years. We will not wait for the President, the Justice Department, nor Congress, but we will take matters into 

our own hands and create a source of power, outside any national structure that could and would assure us a 

victory." To those who have said, "Be Patient and Wait," we must say that, "Patience is a dirty and nasty word." 

We cannot be patient, we do not want to be free gradually, we want our freedom, and we want it now. We 

cannot depend on any political party, for both the Democrats and Republicans have betrayed the basic 

principles of the Declaration of Independence.  

 

We all recognize the fact that if any radical social, political and economic changes are to take place in our 

society, the people, the masses, must bring them about. In the struggle we must seek more than civil rights; we 

must work for the community of love, peace and true brotherhood. Our minds, souls, and hearts cannot rest until 

freedom and justice exist for all the people. 

 

The revolution is a serious one. Mr. Kennedy is trying to take the revolution out of the street and put in the 

courts. Listen, Mr. Kennedy, Listen, Mr. Congressman, listen, fellow citizens, the black masses are on the 

march for jobs and freedom, and we must say to the politicians that there won’t be a "cooling-off" period. 
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We won’t stop now. All the forces of Eastland, Barnett, Wallace, and Thurmond won’t stop this revolution. The 

time will come when we will not confine our marching to Washington. We will march through the South, 

through the Heart of Dixie, the way Sherman did. We shall pursue our own "scorched earth" policy and burn 

Jim Crow to the ground – nonviolently. We shall fragment the South into a thousand pieces and put them back 

together in the image of democracy. We will make the action of the past few months look petty. And I say to 

you, WAKE UP AMERICA! 

 

 

Source 3: Vietnam Letters 

 

25 May, 1968 

 

Dear Roberta, 

 

Today is probably the worst day I have ever lived in my entire, short life. Once again we were in contact with 

Charlie, and once again we suffered losses. The losses we had today hit home, as my best friend in this shit hole 

was killed. He was only 22 years old and was going on R&R on the first of June to meet his wife in Hawaii. I 

feel that if I was only a half second sooner in pulling the trigger, he would still be alive. 

 

Strange how short a time a half of a second is--the difference between life and death. This morning we were 

talking about how we were only two years different in age and how we both had gotten married before coming 

to this place. You know, I can still feel his presence as I write this letter and hope that I am able to survive and 

leave this far behind me. 

 

If there is a place called Hell this surely must be it, and we must be the Devil's disciples doing all his dirty work. 

I keep asking myself if there is a God, then how the hell come young men with so much to live for have to die. I 

just hope that his death is not in vain. 

 

I look forward to the day when I will take my R&R. If I play my cards right, I should be able to get it for 

Hawaii so our anniversary will be in that time frame. The reason I say this is by Sept., I will have more than 

enough time in country to get my pick of places and dates. I promise I will do everything necessary to insure 

that I make that date, and I hope that tomorrow is quiet. 

 

We will be going into base camp soon for our three-day stand down. I will try to write you a longer letter at that 

time. Please don't worry too much about me, as if you won't, for I will take care of myself and look forward to 

the day I am able to be with you again. 

 

Love, 

Stan  
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